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Awards

2017 Winner MTV VMA BEST POP VIDEO Fifth Harmony “Down”
2017 Winner MTV RUSSIA VIDEO OF THE YEAR Egor Kreed
2016 Nominee MTV VMA BEST BREAKTHROUGH Long Form Video Chris Brown “Royalty”
2015 Nominee MTV VMA BEST FEMALE VIDEO Nicki Minaj “Anaconda”
2015 Winner MTV VMA BEST HIPHOP VIDEO Nicki Minaj “Anaconda”
2014 Nominee MTV VMA BEST POP VIDEO Jason Derulo “Talk Dirty”
2014 Nominee MTV VMA BEST COLLABORATION Video Chris Brown “Loyal”
2013 Winner MTV ARTIST TO WATCH Austin Mahone “What About Love”
2012 Winner MTV VMA BEST HIP HOP VIDEO Drake “HYFR”
2011 Winner BET Video of The Year Chris Brown “Look At Me Now”
2011 Nominee MTV VMA BEST HIPHOP Video Chris Brown “Look At Me Now”
2011 Nominee MTV VMA BEST COLLABORATION Video Chris Brown “Look At Me Now”
2008 HOLLYWOOD REPORTERS “Next Generation Cinematographers”
2008 Nominee MTV VMA BEST HIPHOP VIDEO FloRida feat T-Pain “Low”
2008 Nominee MTV VMA BEST MALE VIDEO FloRida ft. T-Pain “Low”
2008 Nominee MTV VMA BEST ROCK VIDEO FallOut Boy “Beat It”
2008 Nominee MTV VMA BEST NEW ARTIST Taylor Swift “Teardrops On My Guitar”
2005 MVPA NOMINEE Best Cinematographer Butterfly “Another White Dash”
2002 MVPA NOMINEE Best Cinematographer Bad Religion “Sorrow”
1999 A.I.C.P. HONOREE Apple Computer “An Instrument”
1999 CLIO AWARDS (Silver) Apple Computer “An Instrument”